- **Support**
  - *AllPro Vector* strives to be there when you need us.
  - Support of your program is something you can count on.
  - We stand behind our products 100%
  - We keep you informed of shipping details and special requests are no problem for us

- **Strength**
  - Our chemical engineers are forward thinking providing multiple options of environmentally considerate product choices & formulations.
  - My background as a vector biologist and extensive relationships within the vector control communities assures you that your program is informed and in good hands with *AllPro Vector*.

- **Affordability**
  - *AllPro* is a streamlined company without all that middle management, IT Dept. and fleets of vehicles. This means simply that we can provide top shelf products more reasonably priced.
Adulticides

Aqualuer

envion

Evoluer
Adulticides

Oil based

- Evoluer 4-4: Ready to Use
- Evoluer 30-30
- Evoluer 31-66
Adulticides

Water based and dilutable

Guaranteed to remain in suspension

- Less oils:
  - Environmentally considerate
  - Cost effective
- Envion 30-30
- Aqualuer 20-20
- Envion 4+4 RTU

*Triple rinse is a breeze with water soluble products*
Dosematic Proportioning Sys.

- AllPro provides the unit at no charge
- Redundant back flow measures
- Electric free: Runs on water pressure
- 30 gallon drums make around 300 gallon depending on the mix ratio
- Dial in your preferred mix ratio
- Eliminates mixing goofs
Larvicide

Sustain MBG Biological Larvicide

- MULTI BROOD BTI TECHNOLOGY
- LABELED FOR PRETREAT
- 400 ITU
- THOUROUGHLY STUDIED
- A preferred product of “Back Yard” Franchises
Larvicide

Sustain MBG

- Time released BTI corn cob granule
- Each layer is covered by water soluble film
- Now labeled for pre-treat
- Top layer is free BTI, immediate results
- Lasts 3-4 weeks
- A cost effective high residual larvicide
Sorry I am unable to attend what is going to be one of the best conferences of the year. I want to extend my gratitude to everyone for their thoughts, cards, prayers and well wishes. It means a lot to me and Carole. You guys are special. Keep up the good work.

I look forward to being there in person next year.
You don’t have to be lonely at llamas only dot com.